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This year, the spotlight is on security,

safety, and smart home tech, and the

inside scoop on the hottest deals.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, July 15, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Amazon just

dropped the dates for Prime Day 2024,

and tech enthusiasts everywhere are

gearing up for the ultimate shopping

spree! Mark the calendars for July 16-

17, when the e-commerce giant will roll

out massive discounts on a plethora of

products. This year, the spotlight is on

security, safety, and smart home tech,

and the inside scoop on the hottest

deals.

Hot Home Tech Deals to Watch

Prepare to elevate your home with

these incredible smart home products,

each designed to bring advanced

technology and user-friendly features into daily life. Here’s a sneak peek at the must-have

deals:

1. SR5 Robotic Pool Skimmer: Dive into Cleanliness and Convenience

What if there was a summer when pools were always pristine, and pool owners never had to lift

a finger? Smonet’s SR5 Robotic Pool Skimmer makes this dream a reality. This automatic,

cordless pool surface cleaner is engineered for effortless maintenance. With dual charging

options—solar and power adapter—it's both eco-friendly and versatile. The smart ultrasonic

radar obstacle avoidance technology ensures smooth navigation around pools, while its

saltwater compatibility makes it suitable for any pool type. Featuring two-speed modes, users

can tailor the cleaning process to their specific needs. This Prime Day, seize the opportunity to

revolutionize pools maintenance with the SR5 Robotic Pool Skimmer.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.smonet.com/best-deals-on-smonet/
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2. Y1 Smart Door Lock: Ultimate

Security at Your Fingertips

The Y1 Smart Door Lock, launched by

Smonet, featuring a responsive 3D

fingerprint sensor for quick and

reliable access, offers multiple entry

methods, including fingerprint,

passcode, key, and more, ensuring

flexibility and convenience. With

customized management options,

people can easily control who has

access to there home. Designed for

durability and ease of installation, the

Y1 Smart Door Lock is the perfect

blend of security and simplicity.

3. M1 Smart Door Lock: Unmatched

Versatility and Security

The M1 Smart Door Lock by Hornbill is

the epitome of modern security,

featuring a comprehensive 10 in 1

smart lock handleset that caters to all

your entry needs. With versatile access

options including fingerprint,

passcode, key, and more, it ensures

maximum flexibility and convenience.

The intuitive app offers seamless WiFi

remote access, allowing users to

manage and monitor their lock from

anywhere. Built to last with robust materials, the M1 Smart Door Lock combines durability with

ease of installation.

4. 102T Movie Projector: Bring the Cinema Experience Home

Supporting 1080P resolution and boasting 7500 lumens of brightness, this home projector

brought by Smonet delivers stunning visuals for an immersive viewing experience. The built-in

speaker and 200" giant screen capability ensure people enjoy every detail of their favorite

movies and shows. With ±15° keystone correction and wide compatibility for multiple devices,

setting up and using the 102T Movie Projector is a breeze.

Final Thoughts

Amazon Prime Day 2024 promises to be an event packed with unbeatable deals on the latest in

security, safety, and smart home technology. With wide range of advanced and user-friendly

https://hornbilllock.com/deals/
https://www.smonet.com/best-deals-on-smonet/
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products, there’s no better time to

upgrade homes and promote smart

living. For further details on the smart

home products mentioned above,

please visit

https://www.smonet.com/best-deals-

on-smonet/ and

https://hornbilllock.com/deals/. 

Why not get ready to take advantage of

these incredible savings and make sure

to click 'add to cart' this Prime Day!
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